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A B S T R A C T

Answers to questions about the time of bloodstains formation are often essential to unravel the sequence of
events behind criminal acts. Unfortunately, the relevance of preserved evidence to the committed offence usually
cannot be verified, because forensic experts are still incapable of providing an accurate estimate of the blood-
stains’ age. An antidote to this impediment might be substituting the classical dating approach – founded on the
application of calibration models – by the comparison problem addressed using likelihood ratio tests. The key
aspect of this concept involves comparing the evidential data with results characterizing reference bloodstains,
formed during the process of supervised ageing so as to reproduce the evidence. Since this comparison requires
data that conveys information inherent to changes accompanying the process of blood decomposition, this study
provided a Raman-based procedure, designated for probing into the chemistry of ageing bloodstains. To cir-
cumvent limitations experienced with single-point measurements – the risk of laser-induced degradation of
hemoglobin and subsampling errors – the rotating mode of spectral acquisition was introduced. In order to verify
the performance of this novel sampling method, obtained spectra were confronted with those acquired during
conventional static measurements. The visual comparison was followed by analysis of data structure using
regularized MANOVA, which boosted the variance between differently-aged samples while minimizing the
variance observed for bloodstains deposited at the same time. Studies of relation between these variances de-
monstrated the superiority of novel procedure, as it provided Raman signatures that enabled a better distinction
between differently-aged bloodstains.

1. Introduction

A blood trace deposited at a crime scene, a real treasure trove for
forensic experts, is often considered as the main driving force beyond
the development of criminal investigations. This is because properly
handled blood-related evidentiary material can establish a strong link
between an individual and a criminal act or even allow for the re-
construction of bloodshed events, owing to the methods of bloodstain
pattern analysis. As a consequence, the wealth of the investigative in-
formation, gained by the examination of blood traces, quite often can
lead to a major U-turn in a course of forensic proceedings. In certain
cases, however, this blood-derived body of data can point the trier of
fact in an entirely wrong direction, unless the information about the
time of trace formation is provided.

The value of this time-related data and its contribution to criminal
investigations are easily comprehensible. Situating blood traces in time
can allow to verify the relevance of the preserved evidence to the case
at hand or even help in the chronological reconstruction of past events.
Unfortunately, confrontation with the issue of time is probably one of
the most challenging tasks ever faced by the forensic community [1].
Hence, despite relentless efforts to solve the problem, a reliable method
for estimating the time elapsed since bloodstain deposition (or time
since deposition, TSD) still remains beyond the reach of forensic sci-
ence. As it was reported in [2,3], all of already conducted studies have
confirmed the time-dependent behaviour of physicochemical properties
of blood deposits. Nevertheless, none of developed methods has ex-
hibited the precision and reproducibility regarded as a conditio sine qua
non of their successful implementation in standard forensic
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proceedings.
The answer to the question of bloodstains' age, as with all forensic

dating tasks, may be considered achievable owing to changes of blood
properties that take place during the evidence degradation. Once the
bloodstain is created, its initial composition becomes more diverse due
to the cascade of physicochemical processes, which involve mainly
hemoglobin (Hb) – the dominant component of dried blood traces
[2,3]. Redistribution of electrons within π heme's orbitals, as well as
changes of the heme pocket geometry that take place during the for-
mation of Hb degradation products (see Fig. S1), trigger conformational
rearrangements in polypeptide chains. These subtle structural distor-
tions are reflected in physicochemical properties of bloodstains, which
quite easily can be probed with suitable analytical tools [2,3], and
subsequently linked to the passage of time.
To date, the vast majority of methods developed for estimating the

absolute age of the trace have been guided by one simple principle –
they have sought the above-mentioned dependency between the TSD
and some dynamic bloodstains properties. In most cases, this task has
been completed through the employment of regression analysis, where
an equation relating measured values of ageing parameter (i.e. ageing
markers) and the absolute age of bloodstains is established [2,3].
However, this approach might be not entirely correct. After all, equa-
tions underlying these calibration models, intended for predicting the
TSD of questioned materials, always modelled the ageing behaviour of
samples that were degrading under tightly-controlled laboratory con-
ditions. And that is what remains the main reason for delayed ex-
ploitation of already developed dating methods in routine caseworks. It
goes without saying that the crime scene reality hardly ever resembles
laboratory settings. The vicissitudes of environment and blood biology
mean that no two degradation pathways are exactly alike, and thus
using dating models trained on the reference datasets might lead to
misestimations of TSD, depriving these conventional methods of almost
entire practical value.
It does not mean, however, that, because of these difficulties,

questions regarding the time aspect of bloodstains formation should be
withdrawn from the courtroom scenario. It just means that these
queries should be tackled in a different manner, and exactly this en-
deavor – the quest for the novel framework for bloodstains dating –
constitutes the backbone of the presented research. It is hypothesized
that impediments resulting from the variability of ageing kinetics could
be addressed by substituting a case-suited comparison problem, con-
sidered for example within a likelihood ratio (LR) methodology [4], for
the conventional dating approach. The key aspect of this concept is to
estimate the (dis)similarity between the stage of evidence degradation
and sets of reference materials, obtained through the process of su-
pervised ageing, simulating – as closely as possible – the actual settings
of evidence decomposition at the crime scene (Fig. 1). Obviously, in
order to enable this comparison, information inherent to changes ac-
companying the process of blood degradation still have to be delivered,

therefore the aim of this study was to provide the first component of the
aforementioned novel dating approach by developing a Raman-based
analytical method, serving as a tool for characterizing the state of
bloodstains degradation.
The choice of Raman spectroscopy (RS) is coherent with its ma-

turation as a powerful technique in the analysis of biosamples [5],
especially heme-containing proteins [6]. It has been revealed that the
vast majority of bands comprising Raman spectra of Hb, isolated ery-
throcytes and even whole blood originate from vibrational modes in-
volving the C–C, C]C, and C–N bonds of the porphyrin ring within the
heme structure [6–8], which are highly sensitive to even minute
structural changes of the protein. Thus, this particular feature of he-
moproteins vibrational spectra holds promise for adapting RS to
bloodstains dating studies, as it should give an insight into formation of
different Hb derivatives over time. And indeed, the time-dependent
behaviour of Raman spectra of blood deposits has been already de-
monstrated [9–11]. However, despite this valuable discovery, there are
still some challenges that continually hamper implementation of
Raman-based methodology in standard proceedings. One of these ob-
stacles might be representative probing of the chemical composition of
degrading bloodstains, which is usually pursued through acquisition of
a few single-point measurements within different areas of the sample
[9–11]. The problem is that dried deposits of body fluids are not only
physically, but also chemically heterogeneous, hence this sampling
mode might result in poor reproducibility of measurements and, in the
long term, misestimations of TSD.
In view of the above, this study intended to expand the current

Raman-based approaches largely through eradication of the risk of the
laser-induced degradation of bloodstains [3,9,12] and subsampling er-
rors. In order to do so, the rotating measurement mode that involved
spinning the bloodstain sample during the spectral acquisition by
means of a magnetic-driven sample-holder [13,14] was established, and
subsequently employed for characterizing the behaviour of bloodstains
during three-week degradation period. To verify the capability of the
novel sampling method to provide data that facilitated discerning dif-
ferently-aged blood traces, its performance was compared with the
routinely applied single-point sampling procedure (the static mode).

2. Material and methods

2.1. Sample preparation

All experiments were conducted on blood drawn from a single
donor in order to mitigate the possible influence of inter-individual
factors on the variability of spectral responses. 20 μL aliquots of ca-
pillary blood, obtained by finger puncture, were transferred (without
the addition of any preservatives or anticoagulants) into aluminium
sample pans – yielding almost featureless background that did not in-
terfere with Raman scattering – and then allowed to dry for two hours
before spectrum collection.
During the entire study, two classes of bloodstains were employed.

The first class, which was used for conducting experiments for selecting
the setup of spectral acquisition, comprised four groups of six blood-
stains. Each of these groups served for testing different levels of laser
power (for details see 2.2. Raman instrumentation and sample presenta-
tion). Regarding the second class, namely the population of samples
used for ageing studies, two separate sets consisting of six bloodstains
each, respectively for rotating and static measurement modes, were
created. Deposited bloodstains were then stored, protected from any
light sources, for three weeks under controlled laboratory conditions
(temperature: 23.6 ± 2.0 °C, relative humidity: 30 ± 4%).
All the blood samples were deposited at time intervals so as to

compensate the different duration of spectral acquisition in the static
and rotating modes, and through that equalize the ongoing transfor-
mations of bloodstains, which are particularly rapid at the initial stage
of ageing [2,3].

Fig. 1. Likelihood ratio-based approach for estimating the time elapsed since
bloodstains deposition (considered as a comparison problem).
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2.2. Raman instrumentation and sample presentation

The spectra were recorded in the range 300–1800 cm−1 using a
Renishaw inVia Raman Microscope spectrometer, equipped with a
5× objective (with the NA value of 0.1) and a 785-nm laser line. Due to
the exceptional susceptibility of Hb to laser irradiation [3,9,12], the
rotating measurement mode – aimed at reducing the excitation-induced
damages – was introduced and confronted with the conventional single-
point measurements. In order to indicate parameters allowing for non-
invasive spectral acquisition, the ratio between the band at 1227 cm−1

and one of the previously identified Hb aggregation markers [3,12] – a
spectral feature at 1248 cm−1 – was monitored for four groups of
bloodstains, created independently for the static and rotating mea-
surements. Each of these groups were analyzed with increasing power
of the excitation source to verify whether upon increasing the power
any of the monitored ratios significantly decreased, which would be
indicative of laser-induced detrimental effects. The laser beam was fo-
cused to a diameter ~72 μm2 and its power equalled to 0.6 mW
(7.98·10−3 mW/μm2), 1.2 mW (0.02 mW/μm2), 5.8 mW (0.08 mW/
μm2) and 11.5 mW (0.16 mW/μm2) measured at the specimen, which
corresponded to 0.5%, 1%, 5% and 10% of the initial power of ex-
citation source (~103 mW on the sample), respectively. Throughout
this power test, the exposure time and number of accumulations were
adapted separately for each excitation power, so as to maintain the
comparable number of counts, and thereby provide Raman spectra of
similar signal-to-noise ratio.

2.3. Monitoring the progress of bloodstains degradation

Subsequently, in order to investigate the time-dependent behaviour
of bloodstains, samples were analyzed every two hours (from two up to
eight hours elapsed since bloodstain formation) and then once per day
for the period of three weeks. All of Raman spectra were registered in
both measurement modes.

2.4. Data pre-processing

Right at the beginning, the original spectra were truncated to omit
the range 300–600 cm−1, which was severely affected by the noise and
increasing baseline. As a result, each spectrum covered the range
600–1800 cm−1, which included most of Raman bands associated with
the vibrational modes of target analytes (Hb and its derivatives).
Subsequently, in order to mitigate the effect of fluorescence, an

adaptive iteratively reweighted penalized least squares (airPLS) fitting
procedure, introduced by Zhang et al. [15] was applied. In this tech-
nique no user intervention (e.g. band detection) is required, and the
baseline itself is gradually approximated by weighted penalized least
squares method. Weighting is provided to the sum of squared differ-
ences between the original spectrum and the estimated baseline to
eliminate the bands and focus only on baseline points during the ap-
proximation procedure. Since the performance of this correction
method might be negatively affected by noise factors, a third-order
Savitzky-Golay filter was applied prior to background subtraction –
using 21-point and 17-point windows in case of the static and rotating
modes, respectively – and was followed by the logarithmic transfor-
mation and mean-centering, aimed at ensuring the homogeneity of data
variance.
Finally, in order to alleviate unwanted inter-spectra distortions, and

through that reveal genuine temporal behaviour of Raman features, the
background-corrected Raman spectra were subjected to the probabil-
istic quotient normalization (PQN) [16]. During this procedure, the
normalization factor for each spectrum was indicated as a median of
quotients, which were obtained by dividing the acquired spectrum by a
reference (the median signal).
It should be also clearly stated that the choice of the pre-processing

strategy was based on the thorough visual inspection of corrected

signals. However, the problem of optimizing the spectral pre-processing
can be automated, for example by using genetic algorithms [17], which
is the subject of our further work.

2.5. Comparison between the performance of the static and rotating
sampling modes using rMANOVA

The prerequisite for any effective discrimination is that the average
variance of the replicate measurements within each group is much
lower than the variance of groups averages. If this condition is not sa-
tisfied, distributions of variables characterizing the compared groups
will overlap, preventing from successful discrimination. That also ap-
plies to LR models [4] designed for distinguishing between differently-
aged bloodstains.
Among methods of variance analysis offered by the contemporary

chemometrics, there are several tools suited for studying highly corre-
lated multivariate data sets. One of them is a regularized multivariate
analysis of variance (rMANOVA), which – unlike its prototype
(MANOVA) – is suitable for data populations containing more variables
than samples [18]. The main goal of this method is defining new di-
rections (eigenvectors) that boost the between-group variance (denoted
as B), whilst minimizing the within-group variance (denoted as W).
In this study, a single group comprised Raman spectra of bloodstains

characterized by the same TSD values, hence the variation within
measurements of equally-aged bloodstains corresponded to within-
group varianceW; whilst the between-group variance B equalled to the
variation of the averages of bloodstains deposited at different time. In
order to evaluate the capability of both measurement modes to provide
data that facilitate discrimination of bloodstains in terms of their TSD,
and, through that to verify which of those two methods (static or ro-
tating) should be implemented in future LR-based dating procedure,
rMANOVA was employed to compare the variance structure of regis-
tered Raman spectra. Taking into account that in the case of univariate
data all matrices are substituted by scalars (e.g. B becomes b2), the b2 to
w2 ratio was investigated on the first eigenvector (first canonical
variate, CV1), being the direction maximizing the b2/w2.
Additionally, static and rotating datasets comprising spectra regis-

tered over whole degradation period (three weeks) were divided into
three subgroups, corresponding to spectra acquired within the first
seven, 14 and 21 days of degradation. For each of these subgroups the
b2/w2 were calculated, so as to investigate the changes of the perfor-
mance of both modes with progression of time.
All the mathematical background of the research was carried out

using the R software (version 3.3.1) [19].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Optimization of a Raman spectra acquisition setup

The motivation for choosing the 785-nm excitation was threefold.
First of all, owing to the previous studies of Lemler et al. [9] and the
group of Sato [20], it has been demonstrated that the Raman spectrum
of whole blood acquired with 785 nm laser line, does not provide in-
formation about any other of its constituents but our target analytes –
Hb protein and its derivatives. Secondly, exploiting the laser wave-
length distant from the electronic absorption region of fluorescent
components of blood allowed to avoid overlapping the photo-
luminescence phenomenon with the informative Raman scattering. And
finally, it was also crucial to ensure that the process of spectral acqui-
sition did not alter the Hb, which is known for its susceptibility to
photodegradation [9,12,21]. The exploitation of excitation source
outside the range of electronic transitions of Hb derivatives, which in-
clude weak Q-band (α and β) between 490 and 650 nm, and the most
intense Soret band in the region of 400–436 nm [2,3], allowed to re-
duce the risk of the increased absorption of the electromagnetic ra-
diation, with consequent heating of the sample, triggering formation of
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undesirable laser-induced heme aggregation products [12,21].
Nonetheless, the above-mentioned precaution against forced de-

gradation of bloodstains might not be sufficient, because the photo-
induced denaturation can appear within the nominally non-resonant
region of Hb, even if using laser irradiation of relatively low power
[9,12]. An example of such an undesired effect is depicted in Fig. 2a,
which illustrates spectral symptoms attributed to the laser-triggered
degradation that occurred while performing measurements of the static
sample with 785 nm excitation. The sudden change of spectral features
can be clearly observed for spectra of static bloodstains registered with
0.16 mW/μm2 and 0.08 mW/μm2 (respectively 10% and 5% of initial
laser power), however to a much lower level. The Raman signature of
photodegraded bloodstain consists of increased background counts (not
indicated in Fig. 2a) and broader spectral features in comparison to
those registered with lower levels of laser power, namely
7.98·10−3 mW/μm2 and 0.02 mW/μm2 (0.5% and 1%). In addition,
changes in the relative intensity of several spectral components oc-
curred – in particular the increase of bands at 1248 cm−1 and
974 cm−1. Taking into account the structure of Hb, a few hypotheses
regarding the possible mechanism behind laser-induced degradation
can be proposed, fortunately a closer inspection of spectra provides
some possible answers. As Raman signatures of laser-damaged blood-
stains were deprived of the band at 1357 cm−1 – which is an oxidation
state marker indicative of the Fe2+ ion embedded within heme struc-
ture – it could have been ruled out that the degradation mechanism led
to dissociation of oxygen from oxyHb as described in [22], giving rise to
deoxyHb (Fig. S1). That conclusion is coherent with work of Black et al.

[23,24], who investigated chemical changes in blood undergoing laser
photocoagulation. In case of these studies, authors did not observe any
liberation of free oxygen from the blood samples, and hence assumed
that the oxygen became irreversibly, chemically bound in the Fe3+

metHb complexes. Ramser et al. [21] came to the similar conclusions,
suggesting the formation of metHb as the final step of the photoinduced
changes. Firstly, however, calculations of heat transfer in red blood
cells (RBCs) were performed in order to verify whether the observed
spectral changes could have resulted from thermal processes initiated
by light absorption. Eventually, thermal degradation was excluded as
an explanation of the observed spectral alterations, as an estimated rise
of the temperature at the laser focus equalled ~2.3 °C (for initial laser
power 0.7 mW), hence – according to these estimations – the actual cell
temperature remained well below physiological conditions (~37 °C).
These calculations, however, had taken into account the water as a
main absorbing component of blood, disregarding the contribution of
Hb – highly concentrated in dried bloodstains – which absorption
coefficient at the NIR region is much higher than that of water. Given
that information, the hypothesis about the potential mechanism behind
the laser-triggered degradation should be reverified once again, pos-
sibly by resorting to the previous findings of Monash group [25,26].
This time, the increased intensities of bands at 972 cm−1, 1248 cm−1

and 1366 cm−1 were attributed to the formation of Hb aggregates re-
sulting from photoinduced Hb denaturation, whilst the enhanced
background was interpreted as a consequence of the proximity of ag-
gregated heme structures, which facilitated migration of energy, in the
form of an exciton, throughout that closely packed protoporphyrin
moieties [25,26]. These spectral characteristics were also consistent
symptoms of laser-induced degradation observed in case of our study –
primarily the enhanced intensities of 974 cm−1 and 1248 cm−1 bands
as well as increased background counts – hence it is reasonable to
postulate the possible involvement of protein denaturation in laser-
triggered degradation of bloodstains. It should be also emphasized that
registered Raman signals do not allow to unambiguously identify which
of the degradation products dominate the composition of photo-
damaged bloodstains. Consequently, the exact mechanism behind laser-
induced degradation is only hypothesized and needs to be examined
further. In order to get more complete picture, it would be advisable to
facilitate the reasoning process with other analytical techniques, which
are well-recognized tools, capable of characterizing the Hb derivatives
(e.g. UV–Vis spectroscopy). Nevertheless, among all of those questions,
there are few certainties, and one of them is that care must be taken to
prevent the photoinduced chemistry of Hb.
In this study, the decision on non-invasive parameters of spectral

acquisition was adopted based on information encoded in the signal at
1248 cm−1, serving as a marker of laser-induced degradation. Apart
from the evident power-dependent behaviour of 1248 cm−1 band, the
choice of this particular degradation indicator was also justified by the
chemistry underlying its occurrence. In recent studies of Lednev's group
[10,11] this spectral feature was assigned to the frequency of amide III
band – interpreted as being indicative of random coil conformation of
Hb protein – which led authors to the conclusion that the process of Hb
denaturation preceded aggregation. And indeed the region of amide III
vibration, which serves as a sensitive probe of peptide conformation,
has been defined within 1260–1310 cm−1, 1235–1242 cm−1 and
1240–1250 cm−1 for α-helix, β-sheet and random coil structure, re-
spectively [27–29], thus it might be an appealing idea to interpret the
band that appears at ~1248 cm−1 as the amide III mode. This rea-
soning, however, most likely is incorrect, since the protein spectral
features are not always observed in the Raman signatures of ery-
throcytes or whole blood. That is because the obtained spectrum is the
superimposition of all vibrationally active constituents, and in some
cases a tremendous enhancement of certain Raman intensities may be
observed – depending on the applied excitation source – due to the
resonance Raman effect. It should be borne in mind that because of the
resonant enhancement of hemoporphyrin modes, the bands originating

Fig. 2. Influence of the laser power on Raman spectra of 2-h bloodstains re-
gistered with 785 nm excitation laser in the (a) static and (b) rotating mode.
The ratio between intensities of heme aggregation marker at 1248 cm−1 (da-
shed line) and a stable band at 1227 cm−1 (dotted line) served as an indicator
of Hb photodegradation while deciding on non-invasive measurement para-
meters. Spectra were treated according to the procedure set forth in 2.4. Data
pre-processing and shifted for better visualization.
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from proteins do not appear in the spectra recorded at 488, 514, 568
and 633 nm, contrary to the signals registered with 1064 nm lasers that
give insight into the secondary structure of proteins [30]. And in fact,
the assignment of the ~1248 cm−1 band proposed by Doty et al.
[10,11] was based on the spectral characteristics of proteins acquired
with 1064 nm [29], and not 785-nm laser, which was actually em-
ployed by authors during the dating studies of bloodstains [10,11].
Comparing to the NIR (1064 nm) laser source, the situation is some-
what different in case of 785-nm excitation, where a few proteinaceous
bands appear, such as the amide I (1650 cm−1), the CH2/CH3 de-
formation modes originating from amino acid side chains at
1446 cm−1, and the phenylalanine band at 1003 cm−1. However, the
whole spectral range between 1200 and 1300 cm−1 – and thus also the
1248 cm−1 degradation marker – which in fact overlays with the region
of amide III modes, have been also assigned to the Cm–H methine vi-
brations within protoporphyrin IX moiety of heme [9,26,31–34], which
are of B1g and Eu symmetry type. These bands, as evidenced by the
study of Wood et al. [26], are strongly enhanced – along with A1g, A2g,
B2g and vinyl modes (see Table S1) – once the Raman signal is acquired
using 785-nm laser excitation. Since the enhancement mechanism
within heme groups has a greater impact on the Raman spectrum than
the contribution of protein bands such as amide III, hence in our case
(and also in case of Lednev's group studies [10,11]) the spectral feature
observed at ~1248 cm−1 is associated with the Cm –H in plane vibra-
tions of methine hydrogen in porphyrin macrocycle.
Considering the above, it is perfectly reasonable to apply the

1248 cm−1 band as a sensitive molecular probe of Hb perturbations in
response to the laser power, as the Cm–H methine vibrations within the
protoporphyrin structure might be affected by heme stacking and pro-
tein interactions that take place during the process of its degradation.
Having looked at spectra in Fig. 2a it becomes clear that if one aims at
obtaining good-quality Raman signatures while avoiding the photo-
damage of Hb, high power coupled with short acquisitions should be
substituted by low excitation power combined with long acquisition
times. Precisely for this reason, application of conventional static mode,
when monitoring the time-dependent behaviour of heterogeneous ma-
terials, might pose some technical difficulties. And that is because
providing a representative Raman signature, which in case of single-
point measurements can be only obtained by performing multiple
measurements across the sample, is hardly possible within short space
of time. Fortunately, the problem of laser power and interconnected
time resolution can be mitigated by a relatively simple solution applied
in this study – implementation of rotating measurement mode [13,14].
Since in this case the irradiated point of the bloodstain is being con-
stantly refreshed, the excitation energy is distributed over a larger area,
hence the risk of sample damaging can be significantly reduced. And
indeed, the visual examination of Raman spectra registered for rotating
samples (Fig. 2b) revealed that even the signals acquired with 10% of
initial laser power (0.16 mW/μm2) were deprived of spectral features
typical of decomposed bloodstains. The difference in the trends, qua-
litatively determined by direct inspection of sets of data as those in the
panels of Fig. 2, were fully confirmed by calculating the ratio between
the band at 1227 cm−1 and the aforementioned modification marker at
1248 cm−1 for all sets of measurements. The results of these calcula-
tions are presented in the form of ratios distribution (boxplots) in Fig. 3.
Therefore eventually, the signal acquisition in the static mode was
performed using ten 20-s accumulations with 1% (0.02 mW/μm2) and
in the rotating mode – two 20-s accumulations with 10% of initial ex-
citation laser power (0.16 mW/μm2) – since both of these setups al-
lowed to reduce to a minimum duration of spectral acquisition, whilst
mitigating the detrimental influence of the laser.

3.2. Visual inspection of time-dependency of bloodstains Raman spectra

Having established the procedures of static and rotating sampling
methods, the study entered the next phase, which was solely devoted to

monitoring the ageing behaviour of blood traces. The most prominent
time-dependent trend, readily observed among registered signals, was
an increase of baseline intensity (Figs. S3a and S3c). Unfortunately, the
root cause of this phenomena as yet has not been fully explained, and
there are at least a few possible explanations for the observed sub-
stantial background.
As already established, oxyhemoglobin (oxyHb) – or more precisely

heme embedded within its structure – could not have been the origin of
observed fluorescence. Admittedly, porphyrins and among them a
precursor of heme – protoporphyrin IX – exhibit fluorescence when
excited in the NIR range, however this emission is significantly quen-
ched when the tetrapyrrole ring is bound to iron ions [3]. Consequently,
fresh whole blood does not exhibit NIR autofluorescence [35], in con-
trast to degraded bloodstains [9–11,36–38]. As evidenced also in case
of this research, the fluorescence enhancement of blood deposits was
constantly progressing over time, which suggested that one of the
possible origin of this phenomenon was accumulation of degradation
products exhibiting higher intrinsic fluorescence than oxyHb. Owing to
the previous studies [35,39,40], it was established that one of those Hb
derivatives – showing strong fluorescence emission [12] – are hemi-
chromes (Fig. S1), which were identified among products of natural [9]
as well as laser-induced [12] degradation of blood. At the moment, it
also cannot be entirely excluded that hemichromes are not the only
dysfunctional forms of Hb generated during the ageing process. Perhaps
the decomposition continue progressing, giving rise to other acutely
degraded Hb derivatives. As previously noted, decomposed Hb exhibits
fluorescent properties, resulting possibly from the dissociation of Hb
subunits followed by the release of iron ions [35,39,40]. In order to
complete the picture, it should be also added that electron spin re-
sonance studies of bloodstains had previously revealed signal, allegedly
originating from non-heme iron, which was increasing with degrada-
tion time [41]. In light of the above, it is hard to escape the impression
that this degradation pathway would somehow resemble the in vivo
blood recycling process, where Hb protein is metabolized to globin
chains and heme [35,39–41]. Due to this heme breakdown, iron is re-
leased, hence Hb metabolites show significant fluorescence. As yet,
however, it has been neither confirmed, nor denied if this type of de-
composition can proceed ex vivo, because the issue of whether heme
degradation is solely enzymatic or also non-enzymatic remains un-
resolved [41,42]. On the other hand, the observed background inter-
ference does not really have to be connected solely to the intrinsic
fluorescence of degradation products. Another possible explanation
should be sought in numerous studies of Wood et al. [25,26,31,32],
who established that the same effect of a marked increase in back-
ground counts can be also present due to excitonic interactions that
take place throughout the network of heme aggregates. Admittedly,
these observations were made during rather invasive measurements,
which among other things intended to investigate the effect of laser
power and temperature on Raman signals of RBCs. However, it was
already demonstrated that the Raman spectra of laser-damaged
bloodstains bore more than a passing resemblance to naturally-aged
specimens [9], suggesting that both degradation mechanisms give rise
to similar decomposition products. If that is the case then the process of
bloodstains ageing should lead to aggregation of similar dysfunctional
forms of Hb, increasing the probability of excitonic interactions be-
tween the metalloporphyrins, which manifest themselves in a gradual
increase of baseline. An alternative hypothesis – somewhat similar to
the above explanation, as once again linked to the process of Hb ag-
gregation – was presented in the studies of Marzec et al. [43]. It was
reasoned that such substantial background may originate from the
photothermal signal [44], as photons absorbed by Hb proteins are
converted into heat, which eventually might be blamed for the en-
hanced spectral baseline. In other words, the older the bloodstain, the
more advanced the process of Hb aggregation and, through that, the
increase of baseline intensity. Taken together, there is no doubt that
further studies to understand the origin of background influence are
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required. At the moment, however, it seems reasonable to postulate that
the observed phenomenon might be in fact an interplay between the
intrinsic fluorescence of degradation products (e.g. hemichromes) and
aggregation of Hb species inside bloodstains, resulting in excitonic in-
teractions and more profound photothermal effect due to increased
absorption of photons.
Nevertheless, inferring about bloodstains TSD solely from the

fluorescence signal, increasingly dominating the Raman scatter, is ra-
ther risky, simply because variation in the baseline may also derive
from factors other than formation of degradation products (e.g. chan-
ging sampling geometry). Therefore, prior to further data analysis,
spectra were baseline corrected to expose changes within Raman bands,
which co-evolved with the fluorescence enhancement. The effects of
this correction procedure are presented in Fig. S3.
A pictorial view of the background-corrected Raman signals (Fig. 4)

revealed subtle, but noticeable alterations appearing in bands pattern as
a function of time. Once again our attention was drawn mainly to
changes occurring in the range of 1220–1300 cm−1, which bore a

strong resemblance to laser-induced spectral distortions (compare with
Fig. 2a). A distinctive and relatively sharp band at about 1227 cm−1

was broadening with progression of time, moving through maximum
reached at ca. 1248 cm−1 to end up forming a band at 1255 cm−1. As
already broadly discussed in 3.1. Optimization of a Raman spectra ac-
quisition setup, the origin of this temporal behaviour should be attrib-
uted to alterations of Cm–H methine vibrations within heme moiety
[25,26]. By plotting the time behaviour of ratios of bands at 1227 cm−1

and 1255 cm−1 (Fig. 5), called later 1227/1255 ratio, it can be clearly
observed that rapid decrease of their value within first few days of
degradation would allow to distinguish between differently-aged
bloodstains. This differentiation would be more effective in case of
rotating mode, as no overlap between distributions of ratios corre-
sponding to different time-points was observed contrary to static
bloodstains (see, for instance, pairs of data at 4 and 6 h, and at 6 and
8 h) which was the initial evidence of superior reproducibility of
spectra obtained using the novel sampling mode.

Fig. 3. Boxplots depicting the distribution of intensity ratios between peaks located at 1227 cm−1 and 1248 cm−1, serving as markers of Hb photo-damage, observed
for Raman spectra of bloodstains registered using different levels of laser power – 7.98·10−3 mW/μm2, 0.02 mW/μm2, 0.08 mW/μm2 and 0.16 mW/μm2 corre-
sponding to 0.5%, 1%, 5%, 10% of initial power – in the (a) static and (b) rotating measurement mode.
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3.3. Variance analysis with rMANOVA – comparison between the static and
rotating mode

Notwithstanding the evident time-dependent behaviour of the
monitored 1227/1255 ratio, its adoption in dating task has some ob-
vious limitations. First of all, the manual rating of the bloodstains’ age
through this particular spectral feature is not applicable at long time
scales, as the ratio values level off rather quickly – in case of this study
after c.a. 168 h (seven days) of natural degradation (Fig. 5). Besides,
inferring the TSD from the changes of 1227/1255 ratio limits dating
capabilities of the method, as it considers information encoded in a
single spectral feature, while ignoring the interactive effects of other
potentially informative dynamic variables.
In order to indicate any other time-changes in registered Raman

spectra, and through that verify whether further distinction between
similarly-aged bloodstains would be achievable, the inspection of b2/w2

values corresponding to each value of Raman shift was performed
(Fig. 6). A listing of these time-dependent spectral features, character-
ized by values of b2/w2 above unity, was gathered in Table S1. As it can
be seen, b2/w2 values close to zero are present in positions typical of
bands attributable to non-heme related Hb constituents – such as amide
I (1655 cm−1) or CH2/CH3 amino acid deformation modes
(1450 cm−1), indicating that this structural motifs of Hb remained
rather stable in time. For the rest, apart from the broadly discussed
1220–1300 cm−1 region, the variation between spectra of differently-

aged bloodstains appeared to be primarily due to changes observed at
higher Raman shifts – ranges of 1700–1500 cm−1 and 1400–1300 cm−1

– which are known to contain so-called core-size and oxidation markers
of Hb [8], respectively. The first group of mentioned Raman bands
gives an insight into porphyrin distortions that accompany changes of
the central porphyrin-core size and the spin state of iron ion, the second
is sensitized to alterations in the electron density in the π heme's or-
bitals [8]. For instance, the intensities of such spectral features as
576 cm−1 [ν(Fe–O2)] and 420 cm−1 [δ(Fe–O–O)] – both of them non-
indicated in the spectra – as well as a characteristic band of Fe2+–O2 at
1638 cm−1 [ν(CαCm)asym] decreased over time. According to these ob-
servations, the Hb forms, in which an oxygen binds to the sixth vertical
coordination position of the iron ion of heme (oxyHb) were dis-
appearing during decomposition process (Fig. S1). By contrast, already
mentioned heme aggregation markers (974 cm−1, 1255 cm−1) were
increasing over degradation time, and at the initial stage of ageing they
were present on the spectra along with the Fe2+–O2 marker band at
1638 cm−1, indicating that the bloodstains contained a mixture of
aggregated heme and oxyHb. Furthermore, the range of so-called oxi-
dation markers (1400–1300 cm−1) was consistently dominated by the
band at 1376 cm−1 – the marker of oxidation state corresponding to
Fe3+ – suggesting that the population of ferric-heme species (e.g.
metHb and hemichromes) was towering over the ferrous Hb derivatives
(Fig. S1). All these factors combined are strong indicators that the
ageing of blood traces boils down primarily – though not necessarily
exclusively – to the conversion of oxyHb to metHb and HC, followed by
the aggregation of heme species. It should be also noted that the spectra
of whole blood samples at advanced stage of natural degradation ex-
hibit the same vibrational features as are observed for the dried fresh
whole blood, exposed to high laser powers (λex: 785 nm). This is in
agreement with previous results of Lemler et al. [9], who reported that

Fig. 4. Exemplary Raman signatures of ageing bloodstains registered with
785 nm excitation laser in the rotating mode (an equivalent of this plot cor-
responding to the static mode can be found in Fig. S4). Time-dependent bands
are indicated in grey. Spectra were treated according to the procedure set forth
in 2.4. Data pre-processing and shifted for better visualization.

Fig. 5. Boxplots representing intensity ratios of Raman bands at 1227 cm−1 and 1255 cm−1 against the age of static and rotating bloodstains (given in hours).

Fig. 6. The b2/w2 values corresponding to each value of Raman shift. Grey
dashed line indicates b2 = w2.
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the natural as well as the laser-induced deterioration of blood give rise
to similarly structured degradation products. Obviously, exhaustive
characterization of the ongoing degradation mechanisms and resulting
decomposition products based solely on the near-infrared Raman
spectra is rather difficult. Part of the reason is that the ageing process of
blood led to the increased background counts, which might have ob-
scured observation of some small changes in incredibly complex signals
that may be crucial for understanding the role of other possible path-
ways of the ex vivo degradation of bloodstains. A potential solution
might be application of more advanced methods of mathematical
modelling, such as multivariate curve resolution-alternative least
squares (MCR-ALS) proposed by [45], which performs deconvolution of
Raman spectra in order to enable identification of significant spectral
components responsible for ageing process. Nevertheless, at this point
of our study, it is important to comprehend that detailed exploration of
ageing mechanisms was never the main motivation behind this re-
search. The fundamental idea was to establish a non-invasive tool,
capable of providing an insight into the degree of bloodstains de-
gradation in a relatively quick and highly-representative manner. The
crucial piece of information here is that Raman spectra exhibit clear
time-dependency, and these changes in spectral characteristics are well-
recognized effects of the formation of Hb degradation products [9–12],
which can be mathematically correlated with the elapsed time and
subsequently employed in forensic dating studies.
Having demonstrated that Raman spectra of ageing bloodstains

provide a wealth of chemical information, hidden within hundreds
spectral features other than 1227/1255 ratio, the discrimination cap-
abilities of both measurement modes were examined in depth using
rMANOVA, which took into account correlation among these variables.
In agreement with data in Fig. 5, the calculated b2/w2 along CV1 de-
monstrated that the rotating mode of spectral acquisition was indis-
putably better than the conventional procedure in terms of its potential
discriminating capabilities, because higher values of ratios were ob-
tained (see Fig. 7). Indeed, the movement of the sample allowed to
provide, at given time-point, truly averaged spectral characteristics of
chemically heterogeneous bloodstain, which was reflected in low rates
of w2, characterizing dispersion of measurements of the blood samples
with the same TSD.
Furthermore, the differences between the groups of bloodstains

varying in TSD were most pronounced on the scale of the first week,
when the ongoing degradation changes were escalating. For both
modes, during the very first few days of ageing, the highest b2/w2 va-
lues were observed. However, owing to more effective reduction of

within-group variability in case of the novel sampling mode, ratios
corresponding to rotating measurements were almost twice as high as
those characterizing the static dataset. Therefore, especially in the in-
itial stage of the ageing, when the conventional single-point measure-
ments are particularly vulnerable to subsampling errors, employment of
rotating mode should be the most beneficial. As time progressed and
degradation ceased, the gradual decline in b2/w2 values was noted. In
addition, differences between ratios obtained for static and rotating
modes were diminishing, because the distributions of degradation
products along the surface of bloodstains were getting more and more
uniform. Nevertheless, despite the decrease of degradation rate, it was
demonstrated that discerning differently-aged bloodstains would be
still possible (b2>w2), and, what is even more important, the super-
iority of rotating mode in terms of this discriminating capability was
clearly demonstrated within the entire degradation period (Fig. 7).
This, in turn, heralds successful implementation of newly developed
Raman-based procedure in the LR-based comparison approach for es-
timating time elapsed since bloodstains deposition.

4. Conclusions

The comparison of signals registered in the rotating mode with
those acquired for static bloodstains demonstrated that the former
sampling method should be preferred over the conventional measure-
ments for two reasons. First of all, as regards the reproducibility of
obtained spectral signatures, the rotating mode allowed to reduce the
risk of subsampling errors. This point was objectively confirmed by the
analysis of data using rMANOVA, which revealed that, in case of ro-
tating mode, the variance between Raman spectra registered for
bloodstains deposited at the same time (w2) was significantly lower
than the variance observed between spectral signatures of differently-
aged blood traces (b2). It means that the novel sampling method con-
tributed to exposing the genuine time-related changes in the Raman
spectra whilst reducing the variability resulting from the inhomogenity
of the probed sample, and thereby facilitated the discrimination of
bloodstains varying in TSD. This level of representativeness simply
could not have been achieved through the performance of repeated
static measurements in different areas of the sample. Especially, if the
analysis should be carried out in the shortest possible time, as is the
case with monitoring the initial stage of ageing process. Which brings
us to the second reason behind advocating for the rotating mode,
namely the duration of measurements. Since the application of the
spinning device allowed to constantly renew the irradiated area of
bloodstains, the laser-induced damaging of the specimen could have
been decreased to a negligible extent. This, in turn, made it possible to
register the Raman spectra using higher laser power, leading to the
reduction in the length of measurements, down to 6 min in comparison
to the conventional static approach, lasting 15 min.
However, even though the conducted study allowed to place the

rotating mode of Raman spectroscopy among front-line analytical tools
capable of providing chemical insight into the time-dependent beha-
viour of bloodstains, it cannot be denied that there is more to evidence
dating than simply collecting data. And even though establishing an
analytical method itself is far from being straightforward, practical
implementation of proposed methodology in criminal proceedings is
wholly more challenging.
As with all forensic tasks, an elastic dating approach that takes into

account all the factors influencing the validity of the evidence evalua-
tion is the key to success. Unfortunately, no two crime scenes are ever
exactly the same, and neither is the ageing kinetics of blood traces.
Precisely for this reason, establishing a universal framework for TSD
estimations may be cumbersome, if not impossible to accomplish. So,
despite technological advances, the question remains – how to in-
corporate the uncertainty deriving from the influence of factors af-
fecting the ageing processes into the dating approach? It appears vir-
tually impossible, but also somehow unreasonable to develop in

Fig. 7. Comparison of b2/w2 values (on the first eigenvector, CV1) character-
izing data sets obtained in rotating and static mode after one, two and three
weeks of bloodstains degradation.
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advance dating models for each possible scenario that could be en-
countered at a hypothetical crime scene, hence the solution should be
sought elsewhere, perhaps by looking at the dating problem from an
entirely different perspective. Our future studies will be therefore pri-
marily focused on reframing the issue of evidence dating by substituting
the LR-based comparison procedure for conventional calibration
models, which eventually may re-shape our notion of what is achiev-
able in terms of the evidence dating.
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